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The end of simple SPV companies, anywhere

introduction

ln July 2013 the OECD launched a far reaching attack on the worldwide use of so-called

Special Purpose Vehicles or SPV's. Two different types of SPV's exist:

a) lntermediate holding companies

b) lnterest or royalty "conduit" companies

Not onlythe Netherlands but also Luxembourg, Switzerland, Malta, Cyprus, Mauritius and

Hong Kong are well known as SPV jurisdictions, but depending on the circumstances, other
countries may be interesting for multinational enterprises to locate an SPV in as well.

The basic purpose of an SPV is "treaty shopping" i.e. reduce foreign withholding taxes on

capital gains and dividends {via an intermediate holding company) or foreign withholding

taxes on interest and royalties (via a conduit company), by making use ofthe tax treaty

network of the SPV jurisdiction. ln this manner, net foreign income received is higher than

when no SPV would be used. The other leg of the equation is of course that getting the
money out ofthe sPV should also be cheap and easy.

A difference between intermediate holding companies and conduit companies is that an

intermediate holding company must be q!!!gd by the legal entity or person that wants to
recéive capital gains and/or dividends, whilst royalties and interest payments can be enjoyed

on the basis of AgIggMg§ with the conduit company and ownership plays no role.

However, the OECD attack is intended to get rid of all or most SPV'S and the above

distjnction regarding "who owns the SPV" plays no role in the OECD'S approach.

The intÍodudion of a wgrldwide tax net of "LOB" provisions

The OECD attack on so-called "Basë Erosion and Profit Shifting" (BEPS) consists irter o/io of a
proposal (which over 80 countries have in the mean time accepted as the proper way

forward and more countries are joining every day) which, before 31 December 2015, should

put a multilateraltax agreement in place, covering allofthe tax treaties ofthe participating

countries, that introduces a so-called Limitation On Benefits LOB) clause in tax treaties that
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do not already have one. ln essence, an LOB provision contains two tax tests that are not

present in most tax tíeaties today:

A LOB provision says that none ofthe benefits of the tax treaty under consideration will be

available to the residents of any of the two contracting states unless the legal entity that is

requesting a treaty beneÍit in the other contracting state, meets the following criteria:

1) The entity should be owned by natural or legal persons, resident in the same country

as the requesting entitY; AND:

2) The entity maY not, in the form of a tax deductible item, pay more than 50% of its

income sourced from the other treaty country, onwards to residents of other

countries than the country ofthe requesting entity (except for regular business

expenses).

Both rules are suríounded by exceptions which are often quite difficult to qualify for,

especially for smaller MNE's. Publicly listed companies may be able to escape the LoB

provisions and so may "regional headquarter" operations. Also, ifthe requesting entity is

involved in substantial "active business" in the other treaty country and the income Íor

which a treaty benefit is Íequested is connected to this active business, the LOB provision

may be set aside. Finally, if the íequesting entity cannot meet any of the LOB tests, it can

appeal to the competent authority of the other state if it can prove that the structure was

not set up or maintained to primarily enjoy the treaty benefits. Íhis could for instance occur

when the SPV companv i5 owned by a company in a noth er ju risdiction, which itself has a tax

treaty with the other country with an LOB provision which is equally or even more beneficial

than the LOB provision ofthe SPV country's tax treaty.

ln my perception, interest conduit companies, if not owned by the MNE itself, will likely be

owned by a bank or financial institution, whose tax planning falls outside the scope of this

article. What is left then are the regular intermediate holding companies and the royalty

conduit entities.

The time for tax planning is short. The OECD wants to have the multilateral tax treaty with

the LOB provision in place (signed and ratified) before the end of the yèar 2015 The

thousands of tax payers with international business connections that are currently either

using a simple royalty conduit SPV or an intermediate holding company in countries like

SwitzeÍland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Malta, Hong Kong, Mauritius or cyprus lto name

the most prominent SPViurisdictions], will need to reviewtheiÍ Íemaining possibilities

ratheÍ sooner than later.

The difference between royalty conduits and intermediate holdint companies

My company in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, specializes in advising small and mid-size MNE's

that receive foreign royalty income. This paragraph will therefore not deal with

intermediate holding companies, which to me are in an even worse position under BEPS



than conduit entities because they cannot escape the "ownership" test under 1) above,

contrary to conduit entities.

Royalties, in a tax sense, contain a lot more types of cross border payments than one might

think, by the way. Not only the payments that lawyers would call royalty payments (Íor

patents; trade marks; trade names; autho/s rights; image rights oÍ sports(wo)men or artists

etc.) are covered by royalty article in tax treaties, but also payments for:

. ïhe operational leasing or rental of equipment (airplane leases; bare boat charters);

. Techniaalconsultancy;

. Other types of consultancy {legal; tax; business; lÍ);

. The selling of computer software (because legally this is not selling but licensing )'

Changing a tax driven structure, certainly when it involves payments by unrelated foreiBn

entities (i.e. royalty payments received from "clients" instead offrom group companies)will

also requirethe consensus ofthese clients, forthey will be runningthe risk of beintÍound at

fault upon a tax inspection oÍ their cross border Íoyalty payments; after all, they are

responsible forthe proper withholding oftax at source.

Conclusion

Éverybody who is currently exploiting a simple roYalty conduit SPV in one of the countries

mentioned in this article would be well advised to start thinking about a restructuring soon'

Despite the fact that there will be two new international tax tests, we believe that in most

situations these can be met. Íhe ownership test is of couí5e very easy to meet: there i5 no

reason why a conduit SPV should be owned by the legal or natural person that is entitled to

the royalty flow- The royalty conduit entity can be owned by others (residents oÍ the SPV

country, not as nominee shareholders but as real shareholders). This leaves the second LOB

test to be analyzed in more detail, something we have successfully done before our contact

date can be Íound below. n, /l
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